Governance

Good governance is at the heart of every business and it involves aligning operational activities to business goals, and establishing policies and processes to guide corporate behavior.

Business Integrity Monitoring
Monitoring organizational integrity and business ethics, reducing misconduct and building a stronger brand loyalty by promoting ethical culture.

IT & Information Security Management
Managing organization’s information security governance and aligning information security with business strategy, and optimizing information security investments.

Data & Information Governance
Integrating and docking business data and information with the corporate MDM systems, BI, CyberSec, InfoSec, and RegTech.

Assurance
Enablement to effectively govern the people, process, technology, and data enablers to achieve objectives consistently and in a cost-effective manner.

Strategy Management
Setting strategic direction for the organization, linking multiple management disciplines, and fostering collaboration to obtain competitive advantage.

Executive Dashboards (GPRC*)
Bringing corporate data & information governance metrics into actionable dashboards. Assuring data transparency and strategic alignment across the organization.

*Governance, Performance, Risk and Compliance